USS Europa
Stardate 10206.30

 Host MikeyS says:
Last time, on the USS Europa...

The Europa is heading through a Mayollan wormhole to help find a diplomatic end to the Halcyc-Mayollan War. The XO will be leading an Away Team with the USS Favaloro (Captain's Yacht).

Host MikeyS says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission, Stardate 10206.30, 20:07 Eastern >>>

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: We are ready to depart.

TO_Maylin says:
::Stands at the tactical station, monitoring the raised shields::

FCO_B`lee says:
::at the flight console preparing to penetrate the rift::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::In her quarters, reading through a transmission recently arrived.::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Sits in her chair:: CTO: Maximum power to shields Lt. Nimitz.

XO_Vekh says:
::at the Favaloro's Helm console:: OPS: Thank you Lieutenant. Flight control is green status as well. Have everyone reported in yet?

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::on the bridge finishing up the simulations::

CTO_Nimitz says:
::motions TO to raise shields::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Coding it, she puts it away and heads for the bridge.::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
*XO*: The simulations look good for the europa to withstand the stresses in the wormhole, but.... like most things we cannot be entirely certain...... ::sighs::

MO_Calahan says:
::in Sickbay, familiarizing herself with the systems, crew, ship.....everything in general....::

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Shields raised.

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: Everyone accounted for.

XO_Vekh says:
OPS: Very well. Please inform the bridge we are standing by for launch

OPS_Taylor says:
::Prepares to depart:: COMM: Europa: We are ready to Depart.

FCO_B`lee says:
CO: Captain, I'm slaving OPS to my console ... unless of course you wanted to have someone come up to the bridge to handle it.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Shakes her head:: FCO: I'd prefer you handle it Lt. B'lee. If things become too hectic, we'll call Mr. Monroe up.

FCO_B`lee says:
::nods:: CO: Aye sir... ::slaves OPS to his console::

XO_Vekh says:
*CIV*: Thank you Lieutenant. Please have the data downloaded to the Favaloro and have a copy ready for the Captain's review

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: When Emperor Sallopia's ship goes through the rift, follow them at a safe distance.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::goes to the CO:: CO: Sir, I should go down to sickbay to work on the plant poison study and coordinate efforts with sickbay.

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Steps from the elevator onto the bridge.::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::hears the XO:: *XO*: Aye. ::walks back to SCI I and downloads the information::

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: Preparing undocking procedure.

FCO_B`lee says:
::nods:: CO: You got it... ::thrusts port::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Mayollan vessel maneuvers itself to prepare for entry into the increasingly enlarging anomaly.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Looks at at Lt. Llewellyn: CIV: Yes or the labs, where ever you think is best.

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Moves to the center of the command area and takes her seat::

MO_Calahan says:
::sets the computer to send reminders to the senior staff that physicals (per orders of the CMO) are needed ASAP....just a friendly note before they start dragging people down kicking and screaming....so to speak..::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: CO: I am sure Doctor Calahan and I will figure it out. ::smiles at her, then turns to go to the lift::

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
::goes through our med sapiles makeing  sure we have everything i requested:: 

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: This is a great chance to improve our knowledge on Mayollan technology. Concentrate every passive sensor available on getting information from their ships. Tactical strength and maneuverability are of course the most important issues.

XO_Vekh says:
CMO: Have you collected the medical data on the Emperor's illness, Doctor?

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::enters the lift when it arrives::

FCO_B`lee says:
CO: Looks like they're heading in... ::engages impulse reactors::

XO_Vekh says:
*CO*: Captain, I'd suggest we try to gather some data on the Mayollan rift as we go through it

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
XO: yea  here ya go ::hands xo a padd with the info on it:: 

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods:: FCO: Let's see where they lead us.

FCO_B`lee says:
CO: Aye sir ... ahead one quarter impulse. ::engages the impulse engines::

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO*: Of course.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
TL: Sickbay.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Of course, setting passive sensors only... ::taps a few buttons:: but we won't really pick up much pertinent information without intrusive scans.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::feels the lift move down several decks::

Host CO_Rya says:
<SO Adel> ::Is at Sci 1 and is ready with the science sensors::

MO_Calahan says:
::keeps her mind busy, adjusting to her new surroundings, but missing the surgical position on Earth...::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::exits on the appropriate level, and starts walking down the hall to sickbay::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::enters sickbay::

Host CO_Rya says:
*XO*: We're heading through the rift now Commander. Once we're out, you'll be cleared for launch. Good luck on your mission.

MO_Calahan says:
::stands with her back to the door, drinking cappuccino over the console::

XO_Vekh says:
::takes the PADD from the CMO and reads it, as he waits for the action time::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Checks internal systems, warp power, shields, and SIF::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Hello Keely. Did you get information from the CMO about the poison and the emperor's condition?

XO_Vekh says:
*CO*: Thank you, sir. We'll do our best...and a little more if needed

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: But I dont want to pick up a mayollan torpedo, either. They have enough problems with this war, the last thing I want is to upset them.

FCO_B`lee says:
::continues the ship forward approaching the rear of the Mayollan vessel and beginning to grow concerned that they won't proceed before the Europa plows into their aft::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Mayollan vessel sends a simple message: "See you on the other side".. before entering the rift.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Sits back and watches as the Europa approaches the rift:: CTO: Lt. Nimitz, is the Praetor behind us?

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: All systems at Green.

MO_Calahan says:
::turns briefly to acknowledge Heather's presence, then turns back around, backing out of her work:: CIV: Yes, a little...

FCO_B`lee says:
::watches the viewscreen as the Mayollan vessel passes through the rift:: CO: Entering the rift now, Captain... ::proceeds through at a steady speed::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: Yes, she is, sir.

XO_Vekh says:
OPS: Be ready to disengage once we are cleared of the anomaly's effect

MO_Calahan says:
::turns to face Heather, finishing off the 12oz cup and walking it over to a replicator::

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: Aye.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Good. Let's find out what other information we will need

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Leaning back in her chair, quietly watches.::

TO_Maylin says:
::raises eyebrow:: CTO: I wasn't suggesting we use active sensors merely stating that the data we will get without them will be of minimal use.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::smiles at Keely and  her Cappuccino fix, thinks: some  things never change::

FCO_B`lee says:
::studies sensors and the distance to the other side of the anomaly::

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Ready to learn more about your legands?

MO_Calahan says:
::nods and returns to Heather, arms crossed and a fresh cappuccino held in one hand:: CIV: Sounds like a plan...

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Turns with a smile::  CO:  I think so.  ::A saddness comes to her eyes briefly::  CO:  I just wish I could share it with my family.  ::Shakes head::  No matter.

Host CO_Rya says:
<SO Adel>::Taps on his console to balance the aft sensors and then continues to gather data::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: It is good to work with you again. ::smiles::

MO_Calahan says:
::smiles softly:: CIV: Even though it caught me completely by surprise...it is nice to have a familiar face around as well.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Yes.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Her expression is sympathetic:: CNS: I wish you could too. ::She turns back to the center screen, letting Azhure continue to reflect in peace.::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Europa enters the rift, with the Praetor right behind it. The two ships are projected at an incredible speed - the two ship's sensors can't even say how fast they're going.

FCO_B`lee says:
CO: Should it take this long to pass through the anomaly?

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: Minimal is a tricky concept, ensign. "Minimal" gets you killed, "minimal" saves your butt. There's nothing to loose in trying.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: So.... we know a few things....  The plant poison seems to be genetically-engineered to be deadlier than any other known natural poison

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Turns her eyes back to the screen::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Shakes her head:: FCO: I have no idea. ::Looks at the stars streaking by:: It seems like we're getting there quickly however.

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: I wasn't suggesting it wouldn't be of use either.  Perhaps you assume to much.  ::turns back to her panel, hiding the small smile::

FCO_B`lee says:
::grasps his console instinctively:: CO: According to projections, we're traveling at warp 9.99999999998

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
::hums  beatles  songs to himself::

MO_Calahan says:
::closes her eyes with a deep breath to prevent more flashbacks as she suprises memory fragments.......geez this is creepy....she nods weakly for Heather to continue::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The travel time through the rift takes about two minutes, with the ships exiting into Mayollan space... Stellar Cartography reports that they are in the Gamma Quadrant.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: The Mayollans believe there is no known antidote.... I suppose it is up to us to figure out how to help the emperor's body fight the toxins within and expell them from the body

MO_Calahan says:
::takes a longer drink of her cappuccino, letting the hot liquid sooth her a bit::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Raises an eyebrow slightly and keys up her console and then smiles, enjoying the speed.::

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: It's a shame you're not as fast firing torpedoes as you're covering your mistakes. Lt. K'tracht informed me you still need some practice. I'll see that you get enough holodeck hours for your drills.

FCO_B`lee says:
::feels the ship pop out into normal space again and briefly struggles with the controls as the Europa "skids" back to impulse speeds::

FCO_B`lee says:
CO: We're through...

CTO_Nimitz says:
::hides his own smile::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Listens to the incoming reports.::

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Same year too! Surprise surprise!

FCO_B`lee says:
::checks the OPS data ... then rechecks it:: CO: Sensors indicate we're in the Gamma Quadrant...

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Well done Lt. B'lee. Please confirm our location with Science.

MO_Calahan says:
::opens her eyes to look at Heather, answering softly, her head throbbing:: CIV: The easiest way would be to create an anti-virus...I mean, anti-toxin. We would cancel out the start and end codons of the genetically engineered toxin with a different set.....simply put....

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Althought I believe I'm much to fast for you...Sir. ::flashes the Lt. a small smile before turning back to the sensor data::

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: We are through.

XO_Vekh says:
OPS: Desingage the docking clamps. Power to maneuvering thrusters

FCO_B`lee says:
::sends out a message to the nearest Federation Time Bouy:: CO: I've established contact with the Bajoran wormhole bouy ... position confirmed. We're in the Gamma Quadrant.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Hm... sounds intriguing. How does that work? Genetics aren't exactly my field although I know it is yours.

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: Aye.  ::Disengages Docking Clamps:: Docking latches clear, Separation Complete, Thrusters at full.

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Powers thruster::

XO_Vekh says:
::activates the helm console, firing thrusters to move the Favaloro away::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Thank you. ::Straightens in her seat.:: Maintain our position until the Favalaro has launched.

CTO_Nimitz says:
::laughs outloud:: TO: Maybe you should teach me a few moves, let's say, at dinner?.

XO_Vekh says:
@COMM: Europa: This is the USS Favaloro. We've successfully desingaged

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: What would be the best way to test this anti-toxin out, without testing it on the emperor first of course....

MO_Calahan says:
::cringes slightly with the 'I know it is yours'....very creepy..:: CIV: Hard to explain exactly....basically we create an antidote, based off of the genetic make-up of the vir...toxin. It may take awhile or it may not....I'll have to look at the code and determine it from there.

FCO_B`lee says:
::places the message on speakers:: CO: Message from Commander Vekh, sir...

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: In the intrest of the ship defense... I accept.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Sorry if I am offending you.... I mean um... well.... um....

Host CO_Rya says:
COMM: Favaloro: Good luck Commander. Contact us if you need assistance. ::There are other things she'd like to say, but not with the bridge crew or away team listening.:: We'll see you soon.

MO_Calahan says:
::shakes her head:: CIV: Don't Heather....please don't.....testing it against the posion would be the best way before injecting the emperor.

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Powers internal power:: XO: Warp power up and running

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Very good. Do we have a sample of the poison or a molecular break down of it?

XO_Vekh says:
@COMM: Europa: CO: Thank you sir. Preparing for warp now.

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Wants to reassure the captain they will be fine, but she is not priviliged to that info.::

FCO_B`lee says:
::makes the adjustments to the com system:: CO: I'll keep an open channel with them till they enter warp, sir.

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Thank you Lieutenant.

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: Now, we're undertanding each other. ::sees she's checked on sensor data:: Any minimal information of interest?

MO_Calahan says:
::nods and sips her drink again:: CIV: I believe so. In the computer, there should be a model and genetic code displayed....shall we go to the Lab?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Spacial anomaly opening up nearby.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Certainly.

Host CO_Rya says:
TO: Ensign Maylin, maintain a lock on the away team's transponders at all times.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Turns to glance at the CTO and TO::

TO_Maylin says:
CO: Yes Captain. ::sets up a special window monitoring the signal from the transponders on her panel::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: There's an spacial anomaly opening, sir.

XO_Vekh says:
@::begins imputing the course provided by the Mayollans into the navigational computer as last minute preparations before going to warp::

MO_Calahan says:
::begins walking in the general direction of the labs:: CIV: Its just so.....weird...after trying to move past this, here I am...doing it all over again. A case of deja'vu for me.....::smiles weakly with a glance at Heather::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods at Maylin.:: CTO: Is it similar to the one we just came through?

CTO_Nimitz says:
TO: Focus sensor on the anomaly.

FCO_B`lee says:
::hears Nimitz and focuses the viewscreen on the growing anomaly:: CO: Maybe the Mayollans can tell us what this is?

OPS_Taylor says:
@XO: We got company. ::Points to the Anomaly::

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: Seems to be.

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
@::sits back in his seat and straps in::

TO_Maylin says:
CTO: Begining scans... the information will show on your console in a moment ::glances towards the transponder signals to see if the anomaly had any affect on them::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: They're supposed to help the away team reach the Halcyc border. I would think this is to assist in that effort. Contact the emperor's ship to confirm that.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Oh... iI understand. ::not sure  of what else to say about it::

FCO_B`lee says:
::mutters:: CO: ...lets hope you're right. ::expecting to see a Halcyc ship come storming out of it::

XO_Vekh says:
@::looks at what OPS has pointed out:: OPS: have sensors on it and prepare to raise shields

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The anomaly opens, and a Mayollan vessel exits. It is the Favaloro's escort.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Your knowledge and expertise are going to be put to good use. ::sounds cheerful:: if it  can help diplomatic relations.... very good use.

MO_Calahan says:
::enters the main lab and sits down at a console, searching for the model and code::

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
XO: Our escorts here

MO_Calahan says:
::shrugs:: CIV: We'll see Heather...one can only hope.....

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: There's a mayollan ship coming out of the anomaly. Apparently, it's Favaloro's escort.

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Raises Shields aims sensors at it::

FCO_B`lee says:
Self: Great ... now we have two of them.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::follows her in:: MO: I'd be stuck looking for a natural remedy.... seeing how that is my area of knowledge.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods:: CTO: Have you detected any communications from them?

MO_Calahan says:
::raises an eyebrow at the code, reading it to herself...:: CIV: Whoever did this knew what they were doing....there are different...um...well, several different patterns in this coding....

XO_Vekh says:
@CMO: yes, Doctor? And you supposed to know that for sure? OPS: Contact the Europa for information CMO: let's play safe for now

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::thinks about how she feels kinda out-dated.... doing the "witch doctor" thing working with plants rather than coming up with something like Keely is planning::

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Any luck contacting the Emperor's vessel yet?

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::is surprised:: MO: Really? I thought it came from one plant.

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: Incoming communiqué from the escort vessel.

OPS_Taylor says:
@XO: Aye. COMM: Europa: This is the Favaloro.

FCO_B`lee says:
::shakes his head:: CO: No, but the escort ship is hailing us...

CTO_Nimitz says:
CO: Not yet. But their course leads to an escort position besides the Favaloro.

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: On speakers, please patch it through to the Favaloro and Praetor as well.

FCO_B`lee says:
::puts the message on speakers:: CO: Channel open, sir...

MO_Calahan says:
::looks over at Heather, trying to figure out how to explain this:: CIV: It did...the patterns I speak of are different start and end codons within the toxin itself. Several different places for the....toxin to begin affecting...::pauses, a hopeful look on her face:: Does that make sense?

FCO_B`lee says:
::makes sure the Praetor and Favaloro also hear the message::

Host MikeyS says:
%<Mayollan Escort Commander> COMM: Greetings. We have been assigned by the Emperor to act as an escort. We would be honored to assist you in your diplomatic efforts.

FCO_B`lee says:
::frowns:: All: Who are they escorting ... the Favoloro or us?

Host CO_Rya says:
::Waits a beat to not trample any message from the Favaloro.:: COMM: Escort: Thank you for your assistance Commander. Commander Vekh and his team are ready to go when you are.

MO_Calahan says:
::turns back to the console, her mind calculatin what should go in for a new code....she pops her neck subconciously and sips her cappuccino while thinking and waiting for Heather's response::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO:Oh... like water molacularly bonds to a large variety of substances due to its make up, this poison works much the same way ?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The escort vessel is a modest (by Mayollan design) 15 meters long, and has multiple weapon ports, but its weapons are currently not armed.

FCO_B`lee says:
::watches the OPS information taking note of the scans of the Mayollan escort::

MO_Calahan says:
::tilts head and smiles:: CIV: Yes...the basic idea. Now, we have to counteract each of the start and end codons to make an effective anti-toxin. It shouldn't take too long to get the basics, but making it work is the hard part.

MO_Calahan says:
::puts the thoughts and memories this brings up to the back of her mind, trying to focus on the task ahead of her.::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Waits for the escort ship and Favaloro to get going.::

XO_Vekh says:
@COMM: Escort: This is Cmdr. Vekh from the Federation starship USS Favaloro. We are ready when you are.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: MO: Very good then. I'll look for what will work with it

FCO_B`lee says:
::glances back at the Tactical console, it's been so quiet he's not sure if Nimitz and Maylin are still there::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Leans over and speaks quietly to Azhure:: CNS: How do you propose we proceed with diplomatic contact from here?

MO_Calahan says:
::nods and begins typing in a new code, taking it one set at a time, working straight from one start codon to the end codon::

FCO_B`lee says:
::attempts to contact the Emperor again now that the Escort has stated its business here::

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: I'd invite the Mayollans over her, but I'm worried they could be inadvertantly injured.

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Mayollan escort vessel moves off.. small warp engines fold out from the top and bottom of the ship.

XO_Vekh says:
@::observing the Escort move off, engages impulse engines and follow them up::

Host CO_Rya says:
::Trusts that tactical and science are learning all they can and doesn't pester them::

FCO_B`lee says:
::observing the escort vessel on the viewscreen:: Self: Efficient design...

CNS_Azhure_ says:
CO:  As it is royalty, I would normally say we should be going over there if they are in agreement.  But we also have a size factor to deal with and I am not certain they could accomodate us.  Perhaps set up the holodeck with something similar to what they are used to but on a size we can be apart of.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods as she thinks about it.:: CNS: That's an excellent idea. Can you handle those arrangements if they agree?

FCO_B`lee says:
::opens a channel to the emperors vessel:: CO: I think I've managed to raise the Emperor's vessel, Captain.

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Watches the Ship infront::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
CO:  It should be relatively easy... should they agree.

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The escort vessel jump to warp 4...

Host CO_Rya says:
FCO: Excellent. Thank you. ::Turns her body to face forward.::

Host MikeyS says:
$<Emp Sallopia> COMM: Europa: Captain, welcome to Mayollan Space..

OPS_Taylor says:
@XO: They have jumped to warp 4.

Host CO_Rya says:
COMM: Emperor: Thank you for providing our team with an escort and for allowing us into your space Emperor Sallopia.

XO_Vekh says:
@All: here we go ::engages warp 4 following the escort vessel off::

Host CO_Rya says:
COMM: Emperor: While Commander Vekh and his team are speaking with the Halcyc Alliance, we would be honored to learn more of your culture and people.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::kinda looks around feeling way out of her league:: MO: Should I work on what will help with the emperor's recovery once the toxin is expelled?

MO_Calahan says:
::becomes completely absorbed in the work, her mind working out the code and then her hands entering it in...she doesn't quite hear Heather and looks up with a blank look:: CIV: I'm sorry....did you say something?

Host MikeyS says:
ACTION: The Favaloro matches velocity with the Mayollan escort.

TO_Maylin says:
::listens to the communications while watching the transponder signals::

Host MikeyS says:
$<Emp Sallopia> COMM: Europa: I would offer to escort you to the Mayollan homeworld.. but.. ::gasp:: my time in this world is short.. I would like to see an end to this war before that happens.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: I think you are far more capable than I when it comes to figuring out an antidote... but once the toxin is expelled from the Emperor's body we may have to try to effect a treatment to repair his damaged organs.

MO_Calahan says:
::nods:: CIV: Very good...I should be able to run computer simulations for this antidote in a few minutes...

FCO_B`lee says:
::activates a seperate channel on the Operations side of his console:: *Sickbay*: Be advised we may be taking Mayollans on board ... can you prepare a suitable environment for us to interact with them on the holodeck?

Host CO_Rya says:
COMM: Emperor: What will you do now? We have holotechnology that would allow us to meet with you on the Europa should you like.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::is surprised:: MO: Wow! That is quite fast... ::smiles::

MO_Calahan says:
::looks up and frowns, looking over at Heather with a blank look after the COMM::

OPS_Taylor says:
@XO: At current speed it will be 10 hours until we reach our destination.

XO_Vekh says:
@::nods:: OPS: Thank you, Mr. Taylor. Keep an eye on COMM traffic as we near the frontlines

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
@XO/OPS: ever been to the gamma quadrant before ?

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Taps away at the console::XO: Aye. Music, sir?

XO_Vekh says:
@All: has someone remembered to bring a card deck? A poker game would go nicely in the next 9 hours

MO_Calahan says:
::finishes up the code and pops her neck before beginning simulations...she curses to herself softly in Irish, sighing and going back to the code::

XO_Vekh says:
@OPS: Please, Lt.

Host CO_Rya says:
CTO: Can you determine how far we are from Halcyc space at our current location Lieutenant?

XO_Vekh says:
@CMO: No, Dr. This is my first stint here. And you?

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Taps the Computer to bring up Bach's Concerto::

CIV_Llewellyn says:
MO: Let me check with the bridge to see what is going on with the Mayollans and the emperor.

MO_Calahan says:
::goes through each codon carefully, trying to find the problem...::

MO_Calahan says:
::waves a hand of acknowledgement at Heather, not looking up, irritated it didn't work::

FCO_B`lee says:
::a little concerned that he hasn't gotten a response he checks sensors for any lifesigns in sickbay::

XO_Vekh says:
@::hears the music a while:: OPS: Berlioz?

CIV_Llewellyn says:
*CNS* Are we in touch with the Mayollans now? And can we speak to their doctors about the emperors condition? Doctor Calahan may be coming up with an anti-toxin rather shortly.

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
@OPS: you like classical music Mr. Taylor ?

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Picking up a Padd, she makes some notes on the visuals of the Mayollans area.::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
*CIV*:  Yes, we are in contact with the Mayollans.  Perhaps if we can get them to join us, you would be able to contact with their doctor.  Let me check.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
*FCO*: Um.. we'd be happy to do something like that, can you give me the particulars they need?

OPS_Taylor says:
@XO: Bach.  CMO: Yes Classical is soothing and relaxing when doing reports.

MO_Calahan says:
::completely reabsorbs herself into her work, finding that she left out a few codons, she sighs and mentally slaps herself for missing such a simple thing::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
CO:  Medical might have a possible anti-toxin for the emperor.  If we could get them to join us, along with their medical staff...

FCO_B`lee says:
::frowns:: *CIV*: Medical has been provided with all the information we have on the Mayollans ... if one beams aboard I'll make sure you get the transporter trace as well.

Host CO_Rya says:
CNS: Of course. I'll let you coordinate that end of things.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
*CNS* Oh that would be great. Um... apparently Lieutenant B'lee has asked sickbay to work on particulars on a holodeck environment. Is that were we are setting up a meeting?

FCO_B`lee says:
::turns to respond to the Captain, then realizes she didn't say anything ... makes an appointment with medical to get his ears checked::

Host MikeyS says:
$<Emp Sallopia> COMM: I may take you up on that offer Captain.. but at the moment, I require rest. It will take us approximately 9 hours to reach our destination. Perhaps by then my strength will have returned.

FCO_B`lee says:
::wonders if the recent dermal regeneration of one of his ears might have had unexpected side effects::

MO_Calahan says:
::finds a few more mistakes and corrects them, then runs more simulations...hm..still not 100% effective..there has to be something else....::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
*CIV*:  We'll see what we can arrange.  I'll keep you informed.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
*FCO*: Oh... I am sorry, I was unaware we'd been given any additional details. I'll get it from our banks thanks.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::hears the CNS and wonders: Now what?::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
::Quietly::  CO:  Perhaps we could have one of their doctors come over here while he is resting.

FCO_B`lee says:
::sticks his finger in his ear and jiggles it around::

Host CO_Rya says:
COMM: Emperor: I understand. I've been told, ::glances at Azhure:: that our doctors are making some progress on an anti-toxin. Would one of your physicians be willing to transport over?

MO_Calahan says:
::tries the simulation again after editing the code (now growing quite long) and still finds it less than 100% effective....::

XO_Vekh says:
@::keeps listening to the music::

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Does a sensor sweep::

Host MikeyS says:
$<Emp Sallopia> COMM: Europa: I will talk with my staff briefly, and see if any of them are willing to transport over. I will contact you after I've rested. Until then, Captain.

MO_Calahan says:
::sighs and leans back, popping her neck....by statistics, she won't get any closer to the 100% effective mark....hm....::

FCO_B`lee says:
::squeezes the clasp on his earring making sure its in place before leaving his ear alone and turning back to his console::

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
@::looks over data on the emps condition:: Self: interesting 

MO_Calahan says:
::decides she doesn't like statistics, and she leans forward to try again::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
CO:  While they are discussing it, I will see what we can put together for them... just in case.

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::feels like a third wheel, wonders where she can help:: MO: Well.... back to my SFMed assignment. If you need me I will be on the bridge.

OPS_Taylor says:
@::Pulls his family pic out and smiles::

Host CO_Rya says:
COMM: Emperor: Understood. I hope you have a restorative rest.

Host CO_Rya says:
::Nods:: CNS: Thank you Azhure.

CMO_Lt_Riker says:
@XO: so what kind of welcome you think we will recive 

MO_Calahan says:
::adds in a few other missing codons....ugg...agg....uuc.....there.......still less than 100%, but significantly closer.....she looks up at Heather and blinks::

CNS_Azhure_ says:
*CIV*:  If you can meet me at the holodeck we will get started for the possible arrival of our guests.

MO_Calahan says:
CIV: Heather, I am very close to 100% effective, but I can't get to the 100 mark.....

CIV_Llewellyn says:
::hears the CNS:: MO: I guess I will be in the holodeck.

XO_Vekh says:
@CMO: From whatever we've got so far, I'd refrain from judging at this point in time

Host MikeyS says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, Stardate 10206.30, 21:13 Eastern >>>
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